
Secretary-
Treasurer budget report

Amount in account ~$6300
Available for decision ~$1700 + $910 (playroom) +$840(Lounge &
BBQ) +180(plot garden)
We are spending the budget at a rate to end the budget at the
end of the year (Aug. 31st).
As for who is using the budget:
Kids - 33%
Families - 18%
Adults - 49% 1 Discussed

Secretary-
Treasurer

End of kids school:
Field trip to
amusement park
withThomas
engine

School ends for the kids as well, some are staying for another
year, opening the summer activities on Day Out With Thomas™
will cost WEC $320 ($8 per ticket * 40), residents will participate
with $8 per person.
group tickets are: $16 per person.
 
This is a fun activities with a ride on Thomas, other 14 rides on
the park, playground, cranberry world etc. you can check online:
http://www.edaville.com/ 1 $320 Passed

Recycling and
Floor Rep
Coordinators Seed Swap event

Gardening season is coming and we'd like to ask $70 for about 30
varieties of seeds for the Seed Swap event this year. 1 70 Passed

President Projector

Someone recommended a projector to Naomi. It is Optima
DW312, which has 3200 ANSI lumens bright, WXGA (1280 x 800)
resolution,  3000:1 Contrast Ratio. The price is $490.99 on
Amazon.com. 2 Passed

Graduate
Coordinators Update to Wiki

Continue our discussion from the previous meeting:
1. Look at the Google Drive option Yadid has proposed. Decide
whether to move over or keep current platform.
2. Decide what information is useful and should be included. How
should the wiki be formatted?
3. What purpose does WEC want the wiki to fulfill?
4. Who on WEC is willing to spearhead updates and make sure
information stays updated going forward? (GC is always a support
in this) 2

Discussed, Roi will
be responsible on
it in geneal, each
chair should
update his own,
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